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1.1 Combined ustment of different of observation da
ta, referred to as observations, is a most power-

tool of modern data process It has become practicable 
the appearance of new measuring techniques, by computer 

process , and the development s cal adjustment 
theory. In this paper, our considerations are restricted to 
aerial triangulation which is a prime example of the expedien
cy of combined adjustment. 

It a case of obs 
if a main set of standard observations a system is comple-
mented and supported by another preferably small set of addi
tional observations of different kind, by which certain defi-
ci es or weaknesses of the system can be eff iently 
and the of systems 
neering. in mind we can define the 
following of tasks for which combined adjustment of addi-
tional observations may be expedient or necessary: 

(1) restore rank defi concerning datum 
(2) restore deficiencies concerning configuration 
(3) control systematic errors (model deficiencies) 
(4) control propagation of random errors (precis 
(5) ensure reliability 

It must be kept mind, however, that additional observations 
different kind usually imply an extended mathematical mo

del, especially with regard to tying them into the system. The 
consequences are additional datum problems and transformation 
relations with additional unknown parameters, and additional 
systematic errors and lity problems as well. 

1.2 In aerial angul image coordinates (or model coor
dinates) constitute the standard type of observations. The re
sulting network of points has deficiencies and weaknesses 
which, class triangulation, are almost entirely 
remedied by ground control. Ground control coordinates are now 
regularly treated as weighted observations .. Therefore, conven-

block ustment th control can be seen as an 
example of ustment .. 
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gulation has not been as 
One might even say that, from the of of systems en-
gineering, aerial 
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te of or Has it 
modern block ustment? 

in that range of ication 
level of 30 years ago. 

because of the development of 

It may be mentioned that close-range-photogrammetry the 
principle of combined and in various ways extended adjustment 
is considerably further developed than aerial survey appli
cations .. 

1.3 This paper concerned th a new class of observations, 
relating to airborne navigation systems, and their utilisation 
for triangulation combined adjustment. Such naviga-

sys tems are, ( 3), (4): 
INS inertial navigation system 
CPNS computer controlled photo navigation system, by 

light lateration to ground-transponders 
GPS Navstar Global Posi System. 

The primary task of such systems is positioning in real time 
for navigation purposes. However, by post-processing of recor
ded data high precision positioning can be obtained off-line, 
for subsequent use .. In this paper we are solely concerned with 
post-processed positioning data, relating ultimately to the 
position of the survey camera the aircraft, at the 
times of exposure. All 3 systems are e of de-
livering posi data (CPNS only X, y, unless supported by 
barometric data; INS may , in addi ,attitude data)" We 
shall deal, in the following, with xyz position data, and 
concentrate on the GPS system, as it a most and_ 
certainly the most economic system.. As far as the method of 
combined adjustment is concerned, CPNS and INS data are also 
impl (5) .. 

Camera posi 
semble very 
cope data.. Hence, 

data as from 
the well known 
a s lar 
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ment is taken 
expected. 

the following. And s 

2. GPS kinematic positioning 

lar effectiveness is 

2.1 Navstar GPS (global positioning system) is a universal sa
tellite positioning system for real time navigation, (6). It 
is, at present, in an incomplete experimental stage, and can 
locally be used only within certain time windows which change 

time and geographic position. When fully operational (in 
1990?) practically anywhere on the earth and at any time at 
least 4 satellites will be sible, allowing permanent signal 
receiving for real time navigation or for post-processing of 
data. We consider here only post-processing of data for the 
purpose of high assessment of the trajectory of a 
moving survey It is known as c positio-
ning .. 

Each GPS satellite transmits permanently 2 electromagnetic 
carrier waves: Ll at 1575,42 MHz (.\ = 19 cm) I L2 at 1227,60 
MHz (A2 = 24 cm). The Ll carrier wave is phase-modulated by 2 
PN (pseudo-noise) codes known as P (precision)- and CIA 
(coarse acquisition)-code, with code frequencies of 10 MHz and 
1 MHz, respectively. The wave L2 only the P-code. Al
so, additional messages are transmitted in low frequency, 
carrying the identification of the satellite, the ultra-pre
cise time signal, orbit data etc. 

GPS positioning is based on simultaneous distance measurements 
from a stationary or moving receiver to at least 4 satellites. 
There are 2 types of distance observations possible. The first 
method assesses essentially the travelling time of the signal, 
giving a distance measure which is known as "pseudo-range". It 
relies on the CIA-code or on the P-code. As the clock error of 
the receiver constitutes a major unknown parameter simulta
neous pseudo-range measurements to at least 4 satellites are 
required for positioning. Their inherent precision (resolu
tion), amounting to 1% of the wavelength, is 0.3 m and 3 m for 
P-code and CIA-code, respectively. The second kind of measure
ments is essentially code-free, operating as phase measurement 
directly on the carrier waves Ll or L2. It is particularly 
precise, the resolution of 1% of the wavelengths of the Ll and 
the L2 carrier waves amounting to 19 mm and 24 mm, respective
ly. However, the main part of the range, constituted by the 
number N of integer wavelengths, remains unknown. N is called 
the unknown ambiguity parameter, associated with each phase 
measurement. It has to be solved in the data processing. 
Therefore phase observations are only used for positioning by 
post-processing. 

The application of GPS c positioning came-
ra air stations for combined aerial triangulation ustment 

11 essentially be based on phase obs , which are ge-
nerally accessible. 
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It is preferable, necessary, to use a 
stationary GPS rece tion to the on-
board receiver. The s is if possi-
ble, on a known ground control point, pref wi the 
block area or close to it. The stationary observations are ta
ken at the same time rate, in order to allow differencing. 

2.2 There are many concepts of processing GPS observations, 
distinguished especially by the various ways of modelling and 
eliminating errors. With to the kinematic 

the poss cted. Further el is 
still a matter of research. shall assume, the following, 
the simplest and most s forward mode of data processing 
which, as we shall see, suf serve our purpose. 
It means that the ther rece , rela-
ting to the respective tl f are and 
independently processed into posi by using 
the conventional GPS positioning formulae, based on simulta
neous phase measurements to 4 or more satellites. The main 
point is, that the observations are used directly, only cor
rected for by a known corrections as submitted by the 
satellite message signals.In particular, no attempt assumed 
for modelling or eliminating systema errors. Consequently, 
the computed posi refer to the centre of the 
antenna of a I will be af by the non-
compensated systematic errors. are particular: Satel-
lite position and t errors, satellite clock error, unknown 
ionospheric and The parame-
ter N of the measurements is supposed to be approximate-

determined, for instance from the ps 
the C/A- or P-code. cal 
f at the ) is feas 
rece is locked onto a satellite it 
changes of N are monitored. The 
nary de of N acts as 

GPS position. As it 
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photographs), covering an area of about 2,5 x 4 km 2 containing 
47 ground control see (7), (8) .. GPS data (L1 CIA-code 
and phase observations) were recorded, at a rate of 0.6 sec, 
with 2 Sercel receivers: type TR5SB in the aircraft, type NR52 
on one of the ground control points in the test area. Both re
ceivers have 5 parallel channels for continuous lock on upto 5 
satellites. Actually signals from the satellites no. 6, 8, 9, 
11, 12 were received. During one part of strip 2 the aircraft 
receiver lost lock on satellite 11, leaving the kinematic po
sitioning for that part (strip 2.1) based on the remaining 4 
satellites. In the latter case the geometric strength of the 
solution deteriorates cons the DOP-factor ( lution 
of precision) jumping from values of around 3.5 to 40. The da
ta were analyzed per strip, giving data sets of only 60 sec 
duration, because of the short strip lengths of only 4 km. The 
stationary receiver recorded continuously all 5 satellites 
over periods of 1 h 33 min and 1 h 18 min, during the flight 
mission on 10 and 12 June 1987. 

After independent and straight forward computation of all GPS 
positions the original WGS 84 coordinates were transformed in
to a local cartesian horizon coordinate system and centered on 
the stationary receiver. Thus, the aircraft positioning cor
responds to a differencing method, by which some systematic 
errors are supposed to be considerably reduced. 

In this way preliminary coordinates of the GPS antenna in the 
moving t were dense sequence, from which 
the GPS posi at the moments of camera exposure were in-
terpolated.. The latter were compared with the "true" camera 
air stations as obtained independent high precision aerial 
triangulation, relating to the ground control coordinate sy
stem which is also cartesian in this case. The precision of 
the photogrammetric coordinates of the air stations was asses
sed, by simUlation, to 4.3 cm, 4.1 cm, 1.9 cm in X,y,Z, re
spectively .. 

I 

stages !J.X !J.Y I !J.Z !J.Koo vector /1s 

I 
a b a b I a b I a b a b 

cm cm cm cm cm cm I cm cm cm cm 

(1 ) strips exc. 3 m 32 m 
strip 2.1 33 m 356 m 

(2 ) strips exc. 
strip 2.1 

7.3 7.8 8.9 12.9 5.6 14.3 I 7.4 12.0 8.0 12.0 
197 318 582 940 117 196 361 584 624 1011 

(3 ) all s-trips 
strip 2.1 

5.5 5.5 6.1 7.6 3.9 4.6 I 5.2 6.0 3.4 3.9 
4.5 5.4 7.3 13.5 3.3 4.0 I 5.3 8.7 3.7 6.3 

(4 ) all strips I 3.4 3.4 4.5 6.4 3.4 4.2 I 3.8 4.81 

I 

Table 1. Test Flevoland; R.m. s. differences between GPS- and "true" camera positions. 
a: with stationary receiver, b: without stationary receiver 
(1) brute GPS coordinates, (2) after shift corrections, 
(3) after linear corrections, 
(4) after subtraction of photogrammetric errors of camera station coordinates 
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The empirical accuracy tigations cons 3 stages of 
reduction of sys errors. Also 2 cases of kinematic po-
sitioning are (a) use and (b) making no 
use of the stationary The results are summarized 
table 1. They give rise to the fol comments: 
(1) The brute 'coordinates of the GPS antenna the moving 

aircraft are off by tens and hundreds (strip 2.1) of me
ters. They are not useful for photogrammetric positioning. 

(2) The large fferences between the GPS positions and the 
true camera posi can be dras reduced by ap
plying shifts x,y,z per s 0 The remaining coordinate 
differences amount to 7.4 cm and 12.0 cm, with and 
without stationary lYe For str 2.1 
(4 satellites), however, the respective r.m.s. fferences 
are 3.6 m and 5.8 m. Thus, al GPS positioning may 
be, at that stage, more enough for photogram-
me one cannot really rely on it, depending 
on the satellite constel used. The fferences may 
exceed magnitudes of 10 m, ally with longer s 

(3) A closer look at the results of stage (2) shows that there 
1 ft effects all cases. The drift rates 

range from -4 to +6 (-12 to +9 mm/sec without sta-
tionary receiver), however they jump up to magnitudes of 
0.7 m/sec (and 1.1 m/sec, respectively) in strip 2.1 (4 
satellites). After removing the linear systematic errors 
by linear regression the r.m.s. coordinate differences 
between GPS coordinates and camera positions are reduced 
to 5.2 cm and 6.0 cm, th and thout stationary recei
ver, respective . It is remarkable that now strip 2.1 al
so reaches the same level of precision. 

(4) The "true" camera stations in the above comparison still 
contain the errors of photogrammetric determination. 
They may be subtracted, as final result 3.8 cm and 
4.8 cm as the r.m.s. - accuracy of kinematic 
GPS positioning, after stripwise removal of linear syste
matic errors. Most remarkable is the value of 4.8 cm which 

obtained with the on-board receiver alone. 

The experimental results of table 1 s 11 contain 2 error 
effects which have not been removed: 
- The effects of attitude variations on the coordinate ffe-

rences between camera and GPS antenna the t. ( 
are the vector as to the coordinate com-
ponents .. ) 

- Linear interpolation of GPS coordinates onto the actual time 
of camera exposure, thin the 0.6 sec interval during 
which the t moved on for about 40 m. 

It is certainly a to most photogrammetrists that un-
der practical operational condi of kinematic GPS positio
ning coordinate accuracies of a few cm are reached in a rather 
straight forward way. There were no particular difficulties 
encountered, also no e slips occured. The accuracy results 
are not far off the see (8), (9). 
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Also, the results were as some tests had 
reached s lar (10) - (12) . 

6.t 60 sec 20 see 300 sec 600 sec 

r .m .. SO 6.X 0 .. 6 em 1 .. 2 em 2 .. 8 em 6 .. 1 em 

r .. m .. s .. 6.Y 1 .. 3 em 3 0 em 8 .. 0 em 21.4 em 

r .. m .. s .. 6.Z 1 .. 8 em 3 3 em 7 .. 6 em 16 .. 5 em 
-_ ...... _--_ ....... __ ...... - ---_ ............. _ ..... - ------_ ........ - ........... ----

Table 2 .. 
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c 
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e the GPS 
block ustment 0 ao k ........ Cl k 

zed datum trans (and correc-
systematic errors) ch each sequence of GPS 

linked th the photo camera s of the re-
spec s There is the off-set between camera 
and GPS antenna the t. The coordinates X1k refer to 
an liary s fitted to the fl axis of strip k .. 
A time parameter tik may be used tead .. 

th of combined ustment 
as the standard cases are 

can be either 
ustment) or model coor-
ustment).. ther case 

well .. Hereafter only the 
are assumed to be 

th standard and 
e cular the photogrammetric 
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which the adjustment takes place. Otherwise appropriate 
corrections for earth curvature and geodetic map projection 
would have to be ied, also for the GPS data. 

3.2 With the above the combined (bundle-) block ad
justment deals here with 3 groups of observation data, which 
are all treated as uncorrelated, for the time being: 
- xy image coordinates (vector ~ ), weights 1 
- (XYZ)C ground control points (vector ~C), weights pc 
- {XYZ)G GPS (vector ~G), we pG. 

The mathematical model of the combined bundle adjustment con
tains 4 groups of unknowns: 
- the camera ~f luding the coor-

of the camera 
- the k all of the block, inclu-

ding 
- addi ~ for selfcal 

ft g for the GPS 

Thus, the te set of linearized observation equations for 
the combined bundle ustment is: 

y":x = + + - fx 1 

ve = B~ pC (2) 

-I 
VG = A~ + 

The additional coefficient matrices A and D are most simply 
generated. A and B contain the elements 1 in the respec
tive columns, and only 1 non-zero element per equation. The 
matrix Dr according to (1), is composed of 2-columns submatri
ces, with the elements 1 and Xlk in the columns, separately 
per strip and independent for X,Y, and Z. 

The linearized observation equations (2 ) give normal equa-
tions, the coeff ient N of which may ently be 
partitioned according to the 4 groups of unknowns: 

.... -
N = rt Ntk Nte Nt] Ntt = A'A + A'pGA Ntk = A'B 

Nk t Nkk Nke Nkd Ntc = A'e Ntd :::::: A'pGD 
Net Nek Nee Ned Nkk = B'B + S'pCS Nke = Ble (3 ) 
Ndt Ndk Nde Ndd Nkd = 0 Nee :::::: eve 

Ned = 0 Ndd :::::: D'pGD 

We recognize that the tion of GPS data into the combi-
ned adjustment leads first instance only to a slight exten-
sion of the conventional bundle adjustment normal equations by 
the unknowns g (6n parameters for n s ). The additional 
submatrix Ndd dis 2 x 2 blockdiagonal submatri
ces, because of the simple structure of the D matrix. Also the 
other additonal Ntd has a simple structure 
composed of thin the main body of the 

only the Nt t (compo-
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sed of 6 x 6 blockdiagonal submatrices) which is slightly al-
: Because the special structure of A the weights pG of 

the GPS coordinates need simply be added onto the respective 
diagonal elements of the unknown camera station coordinates. 
Thus, apart from a narrow additional border, the structure of 
the normal equations of conventional block adjustment is not 
altered by the additional GPS observations. Therefore conven
tional solution techniques may be applied. In particular also 
the well known partial reduction of the normal equations of 
the unknown ~, which leads to an efficient 
band-border structure, remains applicable. 

It was observed earl that the drift parameters d take im
plici care of the off-set between camera and GPS antenna. 
This is true, however, only for the constant parts. As the 
coordinate f-sets depend on the t attitude an itera
tive correction procedure is suggested, as soon as approximate 
camera orientation parameters for azimuth and tilt are avai
lable. al off-set components must be given, and the came
ra crab must not be altered thin a strip. 

3.3 The approach to combined adjustment, as suggested here, 
has not yet been confirmed empirically. Within a short time 
results are awaited. It is not expected that the solution 
would meet special difficulities, as this approach to combined 
adjustment is geometrically stable, with no rank deficiencies. 
However, there are a number of open questions which warrant 
further investigation and experimentation. A major point will 
be further reduction of vertical control, which is certainly 
poss th GPS cross strips. Also non-linear drift correc
tions may be studied, with the necessary caution concerning 
rank deficiencies and hence additional control. Variance com
ponent estimation may be applied, and self-calibration and re
liability questions should be studied. From a methodical point 
of view special investigations are warranted concerning the 
possibilities of effectively reducing or eliminating syste
matic errors in kinematic GPS positioning, by differencing the 
original observations. 

4.. Evaluation 

4.1 Some time ago simulation studies were published (13), con
cerning the accuracy of combined block adjustment in relation 
to the accuracy of GPS positioning. At that time very little 
information was available about the accuracy to be expected 
for kinematic GPS positioning. The main result was, however, 
that rather poor GPS accuracy would be sufficient to give the 
combined block adjustment the accuracies required for photo
grammetric mapping, as is shown table 3, taken from (14). 
Equal important was the finding, that GPS carries the abso-

accuracy performance, replacing ground control in that 
function, except for the datum- and configuation-deficiencies 
which arise from the unknown linear transformation parameters 

s 11 have to be remedied by some ground control 
I for the time be 
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Table 3 Required precision of navigation data for combined block adjustment 
with minimum ground control 

(photo) pl1oto required contour required precision of na 

map scale scale accuracy of AT interval vigation data (position) 

Ilx ,y Ilz ° ° 
3 ) 

x,y z 

1:100 000 1:100 000 5 m 4 m 20 "m 30 m 16 m 

1 : 50 000 1 : 70 000 2.5 2 10 15 8 

1: 25 000 1 : 50 000 1.2 1.2 5 5 4 
----------
1: 10 000 1 30 000 0.5 0.4 2 1.6 0.7 

1: 5 000 1 : 15 000 0.25 0.2 1 0.8 0.35 
----------
1: 1 000 1 : 8 000 5 cm 10 cm 0.5 e.4

1
) 0.15 

numerical 1 : 4 000 1-2 6 0.15 2
) 0.15 

point de-
termination 

Assumption: °0 
15 Ilill, 1)0 = 6 11m, 2 ) 

3 Ilill, 
3 ) 15 Ilill 0 °0 °Oz 

4.2 the 3 th the actual GPS 
results as it is evident that GPS 

far the accuracies required for at any 
scale, even as large as 1:1 000. 5 cm GPS accuracy would even 
be sufficient for high accuracy aerial triangulation, as ap

to cadastral photogrammetry or network densification. It 
means that the camera stations, as determined by 
GPS, can be cons control points of superior preci-
s for by free 

gives a rather convenient situation from cal 
of view, at least for the pending phase of ap-

and further experimentation. It means that success-
practical application does not, at s tically 

depend on the theoretical correct treatment of the error 
properties of GPS data, nor on the linear treatment of GPS 

fts .. 

4.3 ustment of photogramme c blocks and 
borne espec GPS data, represents cer-

a s the accuracy/eff and 
economy of al triangulation. s is true although the 
combined ustment s 11 relies on a complete block triangu-
lation, as is assumend and required throughout this paper, 
order to have a safe bas It is suggested that the 
mental ication of the me in near future operates on 
that basis.. However, there is a vast accuracy by GPS. 
Thus research could study lities of redu-

aerial angulation ed, in itself 
system. The ul to measure all 

parameters to a 
accuracy that all of conven-

subs tuted. 
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